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Issue No. 5 — Key Changes Relating to Penalties
This is the fifth and final briefing in Latham & Watkins’
five-part Briefing Series on the Draft UAE Commercial
Companies Law (the Draft CCL). The Draft CCL introduces
some significant changes to Federal Law No. 8 of 1984
Concerning Commercial Companies (the Existing CCL),
which will be repealed in its entirety when the Draft CCL
comes into force. The purpose of this Briefing Series is
to highlight some of the key changes to the Existing CCL
contained in the Draft CCL.
The topics in our five-part briefing series are:
• Issue No. 1 — Key changes applicable to most forms of
companies

• Issue No. 2 — Key changes for limited liability
companies (LLCs)
• Issue No. 3 — Key changes for joint stock companies
(JSCs)
• Issue No. 4 — Key changes relating to mergers
• This Issue No. 5 — Key changes relating to penalties
This issue deals with key changes to penalties. The Draft
CCL modifies certain existing penalised activities and the
associated penialties and introduces a number of new
penalised activities. These changes are summarised in the
tables below.

Table 1: Changes to Existing Penalised Activities and Penalties
Penalised Activity and Penalty in Existing CCL

Changes in Draft CCL

False information. The Existing CCL penalises (i) any
person who intentionally inserts false information in company
documents or knowingly signs or distributes such documents
and (ii) any manager, member of the board of directors or
liquidator who intentionally inserts false information or withholds
substantial facts in the financial statements of the company. The
penalty is a prison sentence of between three months and two
years and/or a fine of not more than AED 100,000 (Art. 322).

The Draft CCL increases the prison sentence to
between six months and three years and the fine to
between AED 200,000 and 1 million for (i) (Art. 367)
and increases the prison sentence to between six
months and three years and the fine to between AED
100,000 and 500,000 for (ii) (Art. 370).

Audits. The Existing CCL penalises (i) any person who
intentionally prevents auditors or other persons appointed by
the Ministry of Economy (MoE) or the competent local authority
to inspect the company from having access to necessary
information; (ii) any person who appoints an auditor of a joint
stock company (JSC) in contravention of this law and (iii) the
chairman of the board of directors of the company where either
of the violations described above has occurred. The penalty is a
fine of between AED 10,000 and 100,000 (Art. 323).

The Draft CCL clarifies with respect to (i) that the
chairman, director, executive officer or other employee
will be penalised for rejecting an information request
from an auditor (Art. 352); clarifies with respect to (ii)
that the chairman of a JSC who assigns an auditor
without approval by the SCA will be penalised and
with respect to (ii), increases the fine to between AED
50,000 and 200,000 (Art. 355).

Evaluation of shares. The Existing CCL penalises any person
who in bad faith values non-cash consideration provided for
shares at a value higher than the true value of the non-cash
consideration. The penalty is a prison sentence of between
three months and two years and/or a fine of not more than AED
100,000 (Art. 322).

The Draft CCL increases the prison sentence to
between six months and three years and the fine to
between AED 500,000 and 1 million (Art. 368).
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Penalised Activity and Penalty in Existing CCL

Changes in Draft CCL

Distribution of dividends. The Existing CCL penalises any
manager or member of the board who distributes dividends
or interests to the partners in violation of the Existing
CCL, the company’s memorandum or articles, as well as
any auditor who knowingly certifies such distribution. The
penalty is a prison sentence of between three months and
two years and/or a fine of not more than AED 100,000 (Art.
322).

The Draft CCL increases the prison sentence to between
six months and three years and the fine to between AED
50,000 and 500,000 (Art. 369).

Company secrets. The Existing CCL penalises any
manager, board member, consultant, auditor or any person
entrusted with the inspection of the company who divulges
company secrets which he obtained by virtue of his work or
utilises secrets for a personal benefit or in favour of others.
The penalty is a prison sentence of between three months
and two years and/or a fine of not more than AED 100,000
(Art. 322).

The Draft CCL provides that the penalty applies to (i)
the chairman, director or other employee of a company
who utilises or discloses a secret or wilfully attempts to
cause damage to the activity of the company and (ii) any
person who utilises information obtained at any stage of
incorporation from the Constituent Committee, the legal
or financial consultant, the subscription manager, the
subscription coverage sponsor or the parties participating
in the incorporation procedures. The prison sentence
is lowered to no longer than six months and the fine is
increased to between AED 50,000 and 500,000 (Art. 375).

Loans or guarantees. The Existing CCL penalises any
person who obtains a guarantee or loan in violation of
this law and the chairman of the board of directors of a
company where such violation has occurred. The penalty is
a fine of between AED 10,000 and 100,000 (Art. 323).

The Draft CCL clarifies that the penalty is applicable to any
chairman, director, executive officer or general manager of
a JSC who agrees to provide a loan, guarantee or security
from the JSC to a director of the JSC or his wife or relatives
up to a second of kin. The penalty is modified to include
a prison sentence of three months or less and the fine is
increased to between AED 100,000 and 500,000 (Art. 374).

National participation. The Existing CCL penalises any
company that violates the provisions concerning UAE
national participation with respect to share capital, board
nationality or chairman nationality. The penalty is a fine of
between AED 10,000 and 100,000 (Art. 323).

The Draft CCL increases the fine to between AED 20,000
and 100,000 (Art. 358).
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Table 2: New Penalised Activity and Penalties
Penalised Activity

Penalty

Compliance. The Draft CCL creates new penalised activities for (i) any company that
fails to comply with the decision of the registrar concerning the change of name of the
company (Art. 345); (ii) any company that fails to amend its memorandum and articles to
comply with the Draft CCL (Art. 362); (iii) any Shariah Controller and each member of the
Internal Shariah Control Committee of companies who fail to comply with the resolutions
of the Cabinet (Art. 356) and (iv) any JSC that fails to be listed in a financial market in
accordance with the Draft CCL.

The fine for (i) is AED 1,000
per day, for (ii) AED 2,000
per day, for (iii) between AED
10,000 and 50,000, and for
(iv) is AED 1,000 per day.

Transparency and record keeping. The Draft CCL penalises (i) any company that
rejects inspection by a partner or shareholder of minutes of meetings of the general
assembly or the register of the board of directors and secretary of a JSC or the register
of the board of managers in a limited liability company (LLC) (Art. 347) and (ii) any
chairman who fails to keep accounting records as determined by the Draft CCL (Art.
353).

The fine for (i) is between
AED 10,000 and 50,000 and
for (ii) between AED 20,000
and 100,000

Participation in general assembly and board meetings. The Draft CCL penalises the
chairman of a JSC who fails to invite (i) the annual general assembly in accordance with
the Draft CCL and any director who deliberately prevents the invitation (Art. 348); (ii) the
directors to board meetings (Art. 351) and (iii) the general assembly to convene on the
request of the MoE or SCA (Art. 350). The chairman of a JSC or a LLC is penalised if the
losses of the company reach 50 per cent of its share capital and the board fails to invite
the annual general assembly in accordance with this law (Art. 349).

The fine for (i) and (ii) is
between AED 50,000 and
100,000, for (iii) between AED
100,000 and 300,000 and for
the last mentioned offence,
between AED 50,000 and
1 million.

Foreign companies. The Draft CCL penalises (i) a foreign company or its branch
that fails to register with the registrar or the competent authority (Art. 360) and (ii) a
representative office of a foreign company that performs a commercial activity inside the
State (Art. 361).

The fine for (i) and (ii) is
between AED 100,000 and
500,000.

Subscription process. The Draft CCL penalises any (i) company, entity or person that
fails to obtain the approval of the SCA prior to public announcement of subscription in
any shares or securities (Art. 363) and (ii) any company or entity that receives money
from subscription for shares without the consent of the SCA (Art. 364).

The fine for (i) and (ii) is
between AED 100,000 and
10 million.

Influencing prices of securities. The Draft CCL penalises the chairman, director or
other employee of the company that may participate directly or indirectly with any entity
that makes transactions for the purpose of influencing the prices of securities issued by
the company (Art. 376).

The penalty is a prison
sentence of no more than
six months and/or a fine of
between AED 200,000 and
2 million.
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If you would like any further information on the matters
covered in this Issue No. 5, please contact one of the
attorneys below.
Chris Lester
+971.2.813.4825
chris.lester@lw.com
Abu Dhabi
Charles Fuller
+971.4.704.6328
charles.fuller@lw.com
Dubai
Jade Laktineh
+971.2.813.4822
jade.laktineh@lw.com
Abu Dhabi
Saad Khanani
+971.2.813.4821
saad.khanani@lw.com
Abu Dhabi

Briefing Series is published by Latham & Watkins as a news reporting service to clients and other friends.
The information contained in this publication should not be construed as legal advice. Should further analysis
or explanation of the subject matter be required, please contact the attorney with whom you normally consult.
If you wish to update your contact details or customise the information you receive from Latham & Watkins,
visit http://events.lw.com/reaction/subscriptionpage.html to subscribe to our global client mailings program.
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